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Abstract: In recent years, the development of the Internet of Things has challenged traditional energy
supply methods. Suddenly rising maintenance costs and serious environmental pollution have
led to great concern over energy supply methods such as wired transmission and batteries. Fluid
energy is a kind of clean energy widely existing in nature, which can effectively reduce costs and
environmental pollution. In the field of collecting fluid energy, fluid energy converters based on
triboelectric nanogenerators (FEC-TENGs) have always been a research hotspot. This paper reviews
the latest research progress of FEC-TENGs. Firstly, the basic working principle and working mode of
FEC-TENGs are introduced. Then, the theoretical process and application examples of converting
fluid energy into electrical energy or electrical signals are analyzed in detail. According to the
calculation process of energy conversion efficiency and the performance evaluation parameters, the
structural design, performance output, and application fields of FEC-TENGs are summarized. Finally,
this paper points out the challenges and shortcomings of the current FEC-TENGs and provides our
views on the future development of this field.
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1. Introduction

As one of the most important and abundant energy sources in nature, fluid energy
is a kind of renewable energy widely existing in gas and liquid [1,2]. As one of the im-
portant sources of clean energy, fluid energy is widely distributed in nature, including
wind energy, airflow energy, water energy, wave energy, and so on [3–5]. Wind energy
and airflow energy are the energy generated by the flow of air, which is generally used
to drive the power device of the generator [6,7]. Water energy and ocean energy refer
to the energy generated by the flow of water, which can be captured and converted into
electrical energy [5,8,9]. Different from other energy dependence on season, day and night,
weather, and temperature, fluid energy is distributed in every corner of our lives, showing
strong competitiveness [3]. They all can be captured and converted into electrical energy.
However, fluid energy, especially wind and water energy, not only has a small frequency
of motion (<4 Hz), but also the direction of motion of wind and water is irregular, which
undoubtedly increases the difficulty in designing energy harvesters [10]. Most energy har-
vesters based on electromagnetic generators (EMGs) suffer from low matching frequency,
large volume, high replacement cost, and susceptibility to corrosion when collecting fluid
energy [11]. For piezoelectric nanogenerators (PENGs), the piezoelectric material is sand-
wiched between two electrodes [12]. If the device is subjected to a compressive or tensile
force, a potential difference is created between the electrodes, which drives the flow of
electrons in the external circuit, generating an electric current [13]. Although PENGs can
efficiently convert mechanical energy into electrical energy, strict material selection rules
and the single working mode make them slightly inferior in harvesting fluid energy [13–15].
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Thermoelectric generators (TEGs) convert thermal energy into electrical energy through
the Seebeck effect or the Soret effect [12]. However, the small output of TEGs and the
requirement of temperature difference limit its development. Therefore, the development
of a low-frequency fluid energy collector with small size, low cost, easy replacement, low
environmental requirements, rich material selection, and various working modes can real-
ize the development and utilization of these fluid energy sources, which is very important
for achieving sustainable energy development and reducing carbon emissions.

Founded on the principles of triboelectrification and electrostatic induction, the tribo-
electric nanogenerators (TENGs) were first invented by Wang’s team in 2012 [16,17]. Since
its invention, TENGs have developed rapidly and attracted more than 4000 scientists to
study them [18,19]. TENG not only has a variety of structural designs and low produc-
tion costs, but it also has a wealth of material choices and a variety of working modes,
which is very suitable for the collection of fluid energy [13,14]. According to the output
characteristics of TENGs, they can be divided into alternating-current TENGs (AC-TENGs)
and direct-current TENGs (DC-TENGs) [20–25]. Whether it is AC-TENGs or DC-TENGs,
their material selection is very extensive, involving ordinary clothing fiber expansion, most
organic synthesis, metallic glass, and other materials [26–29]. A wide range of material
choices combined with a variety of structural designs make TENGs outstanding in the four
major areas of micro/nano-energy, self-powered sensors, blue energy, and high-voltage
sources [17,30–33]. In particular, as a low-frequency environmental mechanical energy har-
vester, TENGs are handy in collecting fluid energy well [3,34]. However, FEC-TENGs also
face a series of problems. Due to the lack of necessary theoretical support, a large number
of excellent devices have a single way to improve their output. Due to their low energy
conversion efficiency, FEC-TENGs have struggled to achieve industrialization. Related
research has developed from the most common energy collection to related research based
on fluid mechanics, and even to the specific analysis of the energy transfer process [35–37].
Although FEC-TENGs have developed rapidly and received a lot of reports, there is still a
lack of comprehensive comparison and summary on the working mode of the device, the
energy transfer process and transfer efficiency, the performance comparison of the system,
and the main application fields.

Here, aiming at improving the overall performance of FEC-TENGs, and promoting
the future commercialization of FEC-TENGs, this review is divided into four parts: the
basic working modes of FEC-TENGs, the theoretical analysis and application examples of
the energy transfer process based on FEC-TENGs, the structural design and performance
evaluation of FEC-TENGs, and the application summary of FEC-TENGs. Figure 1 shows the
core concept of this review. Finally, this review points out the shortcomings, challenges, and
future research priorities in the field of FEC-TENGs, aiming to guide the development of
the next-generation FEC-TENGs. Furthermore, it points the way to effectively improve the
energy conversion efficiency of FEC-TENGs and provides a useful reference for researchers
focusing on fluid energy collection.
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Figure 1. Performance parameters and energy conversion of FEC-TENGs. Reprinted with 
permission from Ref. [7]. Copyright 2017, Wiley. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [17]. 
Copyright 2020, Wiley. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [36]. Copyright 2022, Elsevier. 
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [37]. Copyright 2021, Elsevier. Reprinted with permission from 
Ref. [38]. Copyright 2020, Elsevier. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [39]. Copyright 2021, Wiley. 
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [40]. Copyright 2019, Elsevier. Reprinted with permission from 
Ref. [41]. Copyright 2022, American Chemical Society. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [42]. 
Copyright 2021, Springer Nature. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [43]. Copyright 2019, Wiley. 
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [44]. Copyright 2021, Wiley. Reprinted with permission from 
Ref. [45]. Copyright 2022, Elsevier. 
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2. Basic Working Mode of FEC-TENGs

With the development of TENGs, fluid energy converters based on TENGs mainly
include water energy collectors and wind energy collectors. They were both invented
based on the coupling of contact electrification and electrostatic induction effect and have
played a great role in energy conservation and emission reduction. In this section, we first
introduce the basic theory of TENGs, then discuss the four basic working modes of TENGs
and the applicable working modes of FEC-TENGs. Finally, we propose the more inclined
working modes of FEC-TENGs and explain the reasons.

2.1. Basic Theory of TENGs

As the theoretical origin of TENGs, Maxwell’s displacement current is defined as follows:

JD =
∂D
∂t

= ε0
∂E
∂t

+
∂P
∂t

, (1)

where D, E, and P represent the displacement field, electric field, and polarization field
density, respectively. ε0 is the vacuum permittivity. The first term of displacement current
unifies electric and magnetic fields, predicting the existence of electromagnetic waves [46,47].
In a generally isotropic medium, the first and second terms are combined, so the direct
relationship between displacement current and energy is difficult to reveal. However,
when there are surface polarized charges in the medium, the displacement current has a
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contribution to the polarization density caused by the surface electrostatic charges- PS, also
known as the Wang term [16,17,48].

JD =
∂D
∂t

= ε
∂E
∂t

+
∂Ps

∂t
, (2)

where ε is the dielectric constant. PS is the current caused by the polarization field gener-
ated by the electrostatic charge on the surface of the medium, which is the fundamental
theoretical basis of TENGs [5,49].

2.2. Basic Working Modes of FEC-TENGs

To cope with the complex energy harvesting environment and better harvest the
dispersed mechanical energy in the environment, four basic working modes have been pro-
posed for TENG according to the polarization change direction and electrode configuration,
including vertical contact/separation (CS) mode, lateral-sliding (LS) mode, single-electrode
(SE) mode, and freestanding triboelectric-layer (FT) mode [26,50].

Taking the working mode of contact/separation as an example, the working principle
of TENGs is explained in detail below. As shown in Figure 2a, the basic contact/separation
mode is formed by stacking two different tribo-dielectric films face-to-face, while their
backsides are plated with metal electrodes. Since the electronegativity of the two dielectric
layers is different in the triboelectric series [29,51], the physical contact between them
will cause the triboelectric film to be charged with opposite signs (Figure 2a(i)). When
the two surfaces are separated by mechanical force, an air gap is formed between the
two tribo-dielectric films. In this process, the external force overcomes the electrostatic
attraction and the elastic energy of the material itself to do work, providing the input
energy of TENGs, which in turn generates a potential difference. When the back electrodes
are connected by a load, free-moving electrons flow from one electrode to the other to
balance the potential difference, forming a current in the external load (Figure 2a(ii,iii)).
When the external mechanical force continues to act on the TENG, the potential difference
formed by the triboelectric charges disappears and the electrons flow back to the original
electrode (Figure 2a(iv)). Repeating the above four steps, TENG continuously forms a
pulsed alternating current (AC) output in the external circuit [52]. The other three working
modes are shown in Figure 2b–d. Since much literature has already introduced them in
detail, this article will not repeat them [46,53].
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Interestingly, some hybrid generators based on TENG and other generators combine
multiple working modes to efficiently collect fluid energy [54,55]. In general, TENGs
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are mostly combined with PENGs and EMGs, which can effectively improve the energy
conversion efficiency of hybrid generators [54,56]. For example, the combination of TENGs
and PENGs is one of the best ways to optimize the performance of a single device [54].
Mariello et al. designed a biocompatible hybrid nanogenerator (HNG) for collecting hydro-
energy [57]. This HNG is assembled based on thin-film piezoelectric ceramics and soft
polymer materials and can be used to collect different forms of water energy. In addition,
the combination of TENGs and EMGs further broadens the frequency range of the device
for collecting fluid energy [56]. TENGs perform well in collecting low-frequency fluid
energy [54]. EMGs play an important role in collecting high-frequency fluid energy [56].
Based on TENG and EMG, Ren et al. developed a hybrid wave energy harvesting nano-
generator (HW-NG) as a power source for remote wireless transmission by designing a
pendulum structure [58]. The HW-NG integrates the complementary advantages of TENG
and EMG so that it can obtain satisfactory output in a wide operating frequency range.
Furthermore, the combination of TENGs with solar cells and thermoelectric generators
further enriches the working mode of the fluid energy collector [59,60]. In the follow-up
discussion of this review, we have covered the above hybrid generators, while focusing on
comparing the performance of TENGs.

It has to be mentioned that the working principle of some FEC-TENGs that collect
raindrop energy is different from the above working principle. It is well known that
raindrop energy generally contains two kinds of energy: the gravitational potential energy
of raindrops and the electrostatic energy generated by contact friction with air or dielectric
materials [54]. The gravitational potential energy of the raindrops can cause the raindrops
to hit the TENGs, driving the working unit of the TENGs to operate periodically, thereby
collecting energy. The first waterproof, fabric-based multifunctional TENG (WPF-MTENG)
was designed by Lai et al., and its working mode is the CS mode [61]. The soft and elastic
properties of the fabric enable it to convert slight shocks such as raindrops into contact
separation between two internally moving fabrics and generate electrical output [61].
However, the impact force of raindrops is limited, and similar devices face problems
such as low output and difficulty in the direct use of energy [54]. Therefore, a droplet-
based generator (DEG) consisting of a polytetrafluoroethylene film on an indium tin oxide
substrate and an aluminum electrode was developed [62]. The impact water droplets
connect the originally disconnected components into a closed-loop electronic system,
transforming the interface effect into a volume effect, thereby increasing the instantaneous
power density by several orders of magnitude [62]. Since then, several efforts have been
made to optimize and integrate DEG [63]. For example, the reasonable electrode design of
DEG is used to avoid the cancellation of electrical signals between adjacent raindrops [64].
A simple open-structure droplet generator is obtained by using the self-capacitance effect
of the upper electrode [65]. Moreover, based on the concept of full current, a unique
bionic DC-TENG is proposed. By using water charge shuttle (WCS) architecture, it can
directly convert the fluid kinetic energy into high-voltage direct current energy through
solid–liquid contact electrification, and it performs well in collecting raindrop energy [66].
For FEC-TENGs that collect the electrostatic energy of raindrops, raindrops are mainly
used as an electropositive friction material. Their working principle is similar to that of
TENG based on the FT mode [67].

2.3. Material Selection of FEC-TENGs

Considering the special working environment of FEC-TENGs, there are certain re-
quirements for the production of triboelectric materials for FEC-TENGs. First, FEC-TENGs
working outdoors should be able to adapt to humid and water-permeable environments.
At the same time, the choice of water-resistant and moisture-resistant materials is also
a favorable measure [55]. Therefore, some commonly used hydrophobic materials are
often used in FEC-TENGs, such as Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), Polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS), Fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP), Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), and other
materials [55]. In addition, FEC-TENGs with hydrophobic materials can operate effectively
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for a long time [68]. On the one hand, for unpackaged devices, water is in direct contact
with the interface of triboelectric materials. Water is generally used as an electropositive
material, and hydrophobic materials are used as electronegative materials. Hydrophobic
materials are conducive to accelerating the flow, diffusion, and complete separation of
water, which is of great significance for enhancing the electrostatic induction effect, reduc-
ing electrostatic shielding, and achieving higher triboelectric output [69]. On the other
hand, hydrophobic materials also have the characteristics of self-cleaning, anti-icing, and
anti-sticking, which can effectively reduce the signal attenuation caused by direct contact
with water [70,71].

Moreover, to achieve high output performance and durability, the selection of durable
triboelectric materials is also crucial for FEC-TENGs. As mentioned above, some common
electronegative materials for FEC-TENGs include PTFE, PDMS, FEP, etc. [3]. At the same
time, some common positive materials include copper electrodes, aluminum electrodes,
nylon, and other materials [5]. In recent years, some soft furs have also been used as
electropositive materials to reduce wear between materials [31]. In addition to reducing
the wear between materials, the study of wear-resistant and high-performance triboelectric
materials can also effectively improve the performance of FEC-TENGs [72,73]. For example,
as a promising triboelectric material, butyl melamine formaldehyde (BMF) has excellent
mechanical durability and triboelectric positivity [72]. The wear rate of BMF is lower than
that of PTFE in the wear test with copper as the auxiliary friction material, and it remains
stable in the test of 27,000 cycles [72]. Moreover, N-dihydroxyurea (DMU), diazolylurea
(DU), and imidazolylurea (IU) can also be used as highly tribopositive materials [73].
Since nitrogen-based materials are rich in nitrogen and oxygen, they provide high surface
potential and triboelectric output. Among them, IU showed better performance than nylon,
DMU, and DU [73].

Interestingly, recently, the use of biodegradable materials to make FEC-TENGs has
become an environmentally friendly, sustainable concept [74]. Feng et al. made degradable
FEC-TENGs using fresh tobacco leaves as friction materials to collect wind energy [75].
Choi et al. deposited metal on the back of the surface of natural lotus leaves to produce
natural lotus leaf TENG (LL-TENG) [76]. Through water droplets falling on the surface of
LL-TENG, electricity is generated spontaneously [76]. However, the degradability of the
material will lead to the gradual attenuation of device performance and the sudden failure
of the device. We will propose solutions for such FEC-TENGs.

In summary, the selection of high-performance triboelectric materials is always im-
portant for researchers studying FEC-TENGs. Among these materials, if a material has
excellent mechanical stability, excellent waterproof ability or hydrophobic ability, and is
environmentally friendly, it is considered the best.

2.4. Summary of the Working Modes of the FEC-TENGs

For the collection of fluid energy, water energy collectors and wind energy collectors
focus on different working modes. As for water energy collectors, they need to convert
irregular and low-frequency water wave motion into a regular energy output. Therefore,
the vertical CS mode, with which the above effects can be easily achieved, has been the
focus of research. In Figure 3a, Ren et al. proposed a hybrid wave energy harvesting
nanogenerator (HW-NG) as a power source for remote wireless transmission [58]. The
TENG unit is based on the working mode of contact separation and is designed as a spring-
assisted multi-layer structure. The working cycle period is shown in the illustrations i–iv
in Figure 3a. The HW-NG utilized a simple pendulum structure to effectively combine
contact-separated TENGs and electromagnetic generators (EMGs), which can efficiently
collect wave energy [58]. Moreover, in Figure 3b, Zhang et al. exploited the CS mode and
resonance effects to harvest omnidirectional and frequency-varying water wave energy
by ingeniously combining pendulums, rollers, and flexible rings [37]. Interestingly, in
Figure 3c, Deng et al. introduced the gas pocket exchange structure of paired TENGs
and a rigid/flexible coupling deformation mechanism, and the device achieved efficient
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operation in a contact-separated mode even in deep water [77]. Moreover, thanks to the
simple design of the CS mode and its high adaptability to a large number of structures,
water energy collectors based on the CS mode have been widely adopted [35,36,78].

Different from the CS mode, the FT mode has higher requirements on the structure
design and size, but it is more efficient and continuous when collecting energy [31,79].
Therefore, the water energy harvester based on the FT mode is also the focus of research at
present [47]. As shown in Figure 3d, Bai et al. demonstrated a high-performance tandem-
disk TENG (TD-TENG) for self-powered water quality monitoring by designing an FS
mode-based radial grating structure [40]. In Figure 3e, a fully symmetrical TENG (EC-
TENG) with an elliptical cylindrical swing structure was designed by Tan et al. to collect
all-weather blue energy [80]. The internal TENG of EC-TENG adopts an independent
structure with steel bars as rolling elements. Under slight stimulation, the steel rod exhibits
flexible rolling activity, so that the internal TENG can effectively capture water wave energy
in a calm ocean [80]. Combined with the hierarchical transmission unit, the working mode
of the hierarchical energy harvesting TENG (GEH-TENG) proposed by Xu et al. is a typical
FS mode [81]. In Figure 3f, when the swing of GEH-TENG begins to be driven by waves,
the soft FEP film slides on the stator composed of copper foil as a slider of the FT mode.
The blade-like design makes the contact between the friction layers tight and difficult to
wear. Recently, as shown in Figure 3g, by introducing soft hairs in combination with the
FT mode of operation, water energy harvesters have both increased output and extended
device durability [41,44,82]. From the above summary of the working mode of the water
energy collector, it can be seen that the researchers are more inclined to design structures
with a high output response under a low-frequency drive to collect low-frequency water
wave energy. Therefore, the TENG that collects water wave energy mostly adopts the CS
working mode. Since the traditional TENG based on the FT working mode requires a
larger driving force, some ingenious structural designs are used to reduce the resistance
encountered by the triboelectric layers during the movement of the TENG, such as using
sticks [80], leaves [83], and soft animal fur, as the triboelectric layers [31].

Similar to water energy harvesters, most studies on TENG-based wind energy har-
vesters focus on CS mode and FT mode. Interestingly, in Figure 4a, Yuan et al. developed a
wake-galloping-driven TENG (WG-TENG) based on the wake-galloping effect. The unique
dynamic characteristics of the effect enable the device to efficiently collect breeze wind
energy in a slight CS mode [45]. In addition, this WG-TENG is easy to manufacture and
can be combined with packaging boxes, water bottles, and books to collect wind energy.
In Figure 4b, the most typical representative of wind energy harvesters using CS mode is
the flutter-effect-based TENG (FE-TENG) designed by Hu et al. [6]. Based on the flutter
effect, when the natural wind passes through the polyethylene terephthalate (PET) tape,
the flutter of the PET tape causes the oscillation of the silicon sphere suspended under the
tape. The strong impact of the ball on the FE-TENG unit makes it contact and separate.
Interestingly, the fully symmetrical design of FE-TENG enables it to collect breeze energy
in any direction. Another new type of TENG based on the flow-induced vibration (FIV)
effect and CS working mode also has excellent performance in collecting breeze energy,
which we will discuss systematically later [38]. Similarly, based on the FIV effect, a TENG,
which can capture multi-directional wind energy, has collected 1.8–4.3 m s−1 of breeze
energy [39]. Based on the theory of fluid mechanics, the wind impact model of the TENG is
established. The force analysis of the model and the dynamic model of mechanical energy
and electrical energy conversion are analyzed carefully. In addition, Zhu et al. designed a
double-blade structured triboelectric–electromagnetic hybrid generator (DB-TEHG) [84].
In the TENG part, DB-TEHG adopts the CS working mode. At the same time, the author
used fluid mechanics to simulate and optimize the blade parameters, which improved the
aerodynamic performance of DB-TENG. Secondly, because the CS mode can effectively
reduce the wear and tear of the device, some wind energy collectors convert the energy
obtained by the rotation mode into the energy obtained by the CS mode through structural
design [85–88]. In Figure 4c, Gao et al. successfully combined the CS mode and rotational
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structure through the design of turbine disks, which effectively improved the durability
of the device [85]. In Figure 4d, a self-powered NOX absorption and degradation system
realized the harvesting of rotational energy in CS mode through the combination of piston
motion and radial engine-shaped TENG [89].
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mode working mode: (a–c) Examples of TENG collecting water energy using CS working mode.
(a) The CS-mode TENG designed as a spring-assisted multilayer structure to form a hybrid wave
energy harvesting nanogenerator. Illustration i–iv is the working schematic diagram. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [58]. Copyright 2021, Wiley. (b) An active resonant TENG (AR-TENG) system
composed of a single pendulum, a pendulum and flexible ring, which will produce two contact
separation processes in one wave. Illustration i–iv is the working schematic diagram. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. [37]. Copyright 2021, Elsevier. (c) High-performance paired TENG
(P-TENG) working in deep water. Driven by the vibration of the pillar, the upper layer of the
P-TENG is deformed and the CS movement is realized. Illustration i–iv is the working schematic
diagram. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [77]. Copyright 2022, Wiley. (d–g) Examples of
TENG collecting water energy using FT working mode. (d) A tandem disk TENG (TD-TENG) for
self-powered water quality monitoring. Illustration i–iv is the working schematic diagram. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. [40]. Copyright 2019, Elsevier. (e) A fully symmetrical TENG based on an
elliptical cylindrical structure (EC-TENG) composed of two coaxial elliptical cylindrical shells, where
the inner TENG adopts a freestanding mode using a steel bar as the rolling element. Illustration
i–iv is the working schematic diagram. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [80]. Copyright 2022,
Springer Nature. (f) A graded energy harvesting TENG (GEH-TENG). Illustration i–iii is the working
schematic diagram. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [81]. Copyright 2021, American Chemical
Society. (g) A dual-mold TENG through an elastic-connection and soft-contact design. Illustration i–iv
is the working schematic diagram. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [44]. Copyright 2021, Wiley.

It can be seen from the above analysis that FEC-TENG based on CS working mode has
an outstanding contribution in collecting breeze energy. In particular, with the deepening of
research, various dynamic models based on wind energy collection have been established,
which is conducive to the further collection and utilization of energy.

With the help of wind cups, TENG-based wind energy harvesters can better harvest
energy from the environment in FT mode. To collect different fluid energy, Xi et al. designed
a new multi-functional TENG integrated by rotation TENG (r-TENG) and cylindrical TENG
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(c-TENG), as shown in Figure 4e [7]. Both TENGs (r-TENG and c-TENG) are based on
the FT working mode. r-TENG is designed to collect wind and water flow energy. The
linear relationship between the short-circuit current of r-TENG and the applied wind
speed is used for self-powered wind speed sensing devices. The integrated c-TENG can
be used to collect water wave energy. The elastic rotation TENG designed by Zhang et al.
adopts FT working mode and obtains appropriate mechanical contact at low pressure,
which reduces the driving force [90]. Since the direct contact between the triboelectric
layers causes serious wear on the surface of the material, in Figure 4f, Han et al. created a
rotating TENG based on soft contact by using rabbit fur (SCR-TENG) [91]. The triboelectric
material is composed of soft rabbit hair and polymer, and the FT working mode means
that SCR-TENG has excellent triboelectric properties and super durability. Similarly, many
FT-based TENGs use wind cups to drive and soft fur as triboelectric materials to collect
wind energy in nature [31,92,93]. Moreover, a planetary rolling TENG is manufactured in
rolling FT mode for simultaneous collection of wind energy and wind speed sensing [94].
The fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) film adheres to the surface of the roller to form
the sliding part of the independent layer, thereby converting sliding friction into rolling
friction (Figure 4g) [94]. Furthermore, the stability and durability of TENG based on the FT
mode can be effectively improved by introducing a polymer film for charge replenishment
into the non-contact FT structure. In Figure 4h, Lin et al. developed a pendulum-inspired
TENG working in FT mode [83]. The PTFE films are set at the outer edge of the arc-shaped
acrylic as the charge pump. In this working independent layer structure, there is a certain
air gap (1 mm) between the slider and the stator [83]. Therefore, the slider (the pendulum)
is very sensitive to external mechanical excitation, and a small disturbance leads to a large
movement between the triboelectric layers. However, whether it is the use of an adaptive
triboelectric layer or a soft triboelectric layer, the use of rod rolling instead of plane sliding,
or the use of an additional triboelectric layer as a charge pump, wear will inevitably occur.
At the same time, the non-contact structure leads to charge dissipation and reduces the
output energy. Therefore, it is desirable to design FEC-TENG with the FT mode with
excellent stability. With the help of the charge excitation strategy, in Figure 4i, Long et al.
realized the increase in charge density of TENG in non-contact FT mode by self-excitation
amplification between rotor and stator [42]. The high output of the floating self-excited
sliding-TENG (FSS-TENG) enables it to continuously power small electronic devices in a
weak wind of 3 m s−1.

Therefore, the contact mode between the triboelectric materials of the device based
on FT mode can be divided into direct contact [7] (Figure 4e), adding animal fur to form
soft contact [91] (Figure 4f), changing sliding friction to rolling friction [94] (Figure 4g), and
using additional friction material to supplement electric charge to form soft contact [83]
(Figure 4h) and non-contact [42] (Figure 4i), etc. Regardless of the contact mode, the main
purpose of these designs is to extend the durability of TENG based on the FT working mode
and improve its energy collection efficiency and output performance at low wind speed.

From the above summary, we find that whether it is a water energy harvester or a
wind energy harvester, TENG-based energy harvesters always tend to work in CS mode
and FT mode. This is because CS-mode devices can be interestingly combined with most
mechanical structures, expanding the energy harvesting range of TENGs. At the same time,
the CS mode can effectively reduce the wear of the triboelectric layers and prolong the
service life of the devices [87,88]. For the FT mode, the high collection efficiency always
attracts a large number of researchers, and its excellent output performance continuously
broadens the application scope of TENG [31,42]. Therefore, the above two working modes
have irreplaceable positions in the energy harvesting field of TENG. However, most TENGs
in LS mode and SE mode are used in signal acquisition and signal sensing, and they are
not widely used in energy harvesting [95,96], so we will not discuss them here.
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i–iii is the working schematic diagram. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [91]. Copyright 2022,
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Copyright 2021, American Chemical Society. (h) A pendulum-inspired TENG operating at the FT
mode. The problem of the charge dissipation in TENG of FT mode is well solved by using PTFE
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However, whether it is a wind energy harvester or a water energy harvester, we need
to collect enough energy through them. Therefore, only focusing on the structural design
cannot effectively improve the performance output and energy harvesting efficiency of
FEC-TENG. At the same time, the low energy output also hinders the practical application
based on FEC-TENG. So how to efficiently harvest environmental mechanical energy? How
to judge the efficiency of the FEC-TENG? In what ways can the efficiency of the collectors
be improved? We will answer these questions below.
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3. Theoretical Analysis and Application Examples in the Energy Transfer Process
of FEC-TENGs

By studying the energy conversion process and kinetic characteristics of FEC-TENG,
we can further improve the energy conversion efficiency and performance output of FEC-
TENG from different stages of the energy conversion process.

Based on most studies focusing on the design and optimization of the structure of FEC-
TENGs, the energy transfer process of FEC-TENGs is mainly divided into four processes
in the process of capturing and utilizing energy from the natural environment [36]. As
shown in Figure 5a, firstly, FEC-TENGs collect fluid energy from the environment, called
overall mechanical energy, with an energy conversion efficiency of η1. However, the overall
mechanical energy cannot be fully utilized by the TENG units. For example, wind or
water in nature always triggers the package shell or triggers the end of FEC-TENG first,
and then the package shell and trigger end will harvest part of the energy and transfer
it to the working unit of TENG. This part of the energy, we call the available mechanical
energy captured by the working module, with an energy conversion efficiency of η2.
Then, the working unit of TENG converts the obtained mechanical energy into electrical
energy by coupling triboelectrification and electrostatic induction effects [5], with an energy
conversion efficiency of η3. Finally, through signal processing or energy management,
FEC-TENGs become self-powered sensors or the power supply for small electronic devices.
Therefore, we define the energy conversion efficiency η of FEC-TENG consists of three
parts, namely, η1, η2, and η3.

η = η1·η2·η3, (3)
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However, through literature research, we found that most FEC-TENGs ignore the
calculation of conversion efficiency η1 and η2 when calculating the conversion efficiency
η, so the calculated results are not accurate [36]. Next, two application examples are
introduced to accurately reflect the theoretical analysis of the above energy conversion
process [6,36]. As for capturing the water energy, an inverted pendulum multi-layer
TENG (IPM-TENG) developed by Zhang et al. can fully demonstrate the above energy
conversion process [36]. Firstly, IPM-TENG vibrates with water waves, and its floating
body and assisting body capture part of the mechanical energy of water. Then, the floating
body and the assisting body transfer the captured mechanical energy to the working
unit of IPM-TENG. Finally, the TENG unit inside the IPM-TENG works and outputs
power to complete the conversion from mechanical energy to electrical energy. The energy
conversion efficiency η1 and η2 of the two-body mode IPM-TENG is 0.34% and 12.98%,
respectively. And the energy conversion efficiency η3 of the two-body mode IPM-TENG
is 14.5%. Therefore, the energy conversion efficiency η of the two-body mode IPM-TENG
is 0.0064%.

At present, a large number of studies focus on improving η3, while ignoring η1
and η2. However, the application example of IPM-TENG capturing water wave energy
reveals that increasing η1, η2, and η3 can effectively improve the total energy conversion
efficiency η of FEC-TENGs. Excitingly, Xu et al. studied the interaction between floating
structures and water waves in FEC-TENGs that collect water energy and revealed the law of
wave–structure interaction [97]. The results show that the cubic shell has the highest
absorbing ability, and the wave response ability of the spherical shell is positively correlated
with the wave intensity, the diameter of the spherical shell, and the height of the center
of mass [97]. With the increase in weight, the wave response ability of the spherical shell
decreases first and then increases slightly [97]. From the perspective of energy conversion,
this work points out the direction of the structural design of the future efficient FEC-TENG,
which has important guiding significance for the acquisition of blue energy.

As for capturing the wind energy, FE-TENG designed by Hu et al. is representative in
demonstrating the energy transfer process [6]. In Figure 5b, the PET tape on the FE-TENG
swings around with the wind, capturing some mechanical energy from the wind. Then, the
swinging PET tape drives the silicon ball under the PET tape, and the silicon ball transfers
part of the captured mechanical energy to the working unit of FE-TENG through impact [6].
Finally, the working unit outputs electrical signals to complete the energy conversion.
Although the author did not carefully calculate the energy conversion efficiency of each
part, the energy conversion process of FE-TENG and IPM-TENG is highly similar, which is
consistent with our theoretical analysis. However, due to the complex calculation process,
the output efficiency of most FEC-TENGs is not calculated. Therefore, we intend to use the
below performance parameters to indirectly reflect the efficiency of the FEC-TENGs.

Some necessary parameters can reasonably evaluate the output performance of FEC-
TENGs [98]. Common basic output parameters include short-circuit charge QSC, short-
circuit current ISC, open-circuit voltage VOC, output power P, and average power P. More-
over, because FEC-TENGs have different structural designs and sizes, it is more accurate to
use peak power density and average power density to compare the output performance
of the devices [98]. Furthermore, considering that FEC-TENGs are mostly used in the
collection of breeze energy and wave energy, the minimum working frequency, the out-
put stability, and the packaging state of the device should also be taken into account. To
promote the commercialization of FEC-TENGs, we will compare the matching impedance
of FEC-TENGs and consider whether they can be networked. To compare the perfor-
mance of each FEC-TENG more comprehensively, therefore, we add the output power
area density ρSP, output power volume density ρVP, average power area density ρASP and
average power volume density ρAVP, minimum working frequency fmin, stability, matching
impedance R, encapsulation state, and the state of networking to further evaluate each
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device. Assuming that S is the electrode area and V is the volume of the device, then ρSP,
ρVP, ρASP, and ρAVP are defined as follows:

ρSP =
P
S

, (4)

ρVP =
P
V

, (5)

ρASP =
P
S

, (6)

ρAVP =
P
V

(7)

So far, we have described and introduced the energy conversion process and perfor-
mance parameters of FEC-TENGs in detail. In the research of FEC-TENGs in recent years, a
large number of excellent works have shown the broad prospects of collecting fluid energy,
and we will introduce them in the following categories.

4. Structural Design and Performance Evaluation of FEC-TENGs

Considering that FEC-TENGs have a variety of structural design and energy collection
methods, we will review FEC-TENGs based on the CS mode and FT mode in the following
chapters from the aspects of device packaging, energy transfer process, and collection of
unidirectional water energy or omnidirectional water energy.

4.1. FEC-TENGs Based on CS Mode for Collecting Single-Direction Water Energy

Based on the CS mode, the working unit structures of FEC-TENGs are very simple,
and they can produce good output even at a small driving frequency. Moreover, the device
structure of such FEC-TENGs can be divided into a non-encapsulated mode and a fully
encapsulated mode. The non-encapsulated FEC-TENGs avoid direct contact between the
device and water in the process of collecting water energy and also reduce the difficulty of
packaging in the process of device fabrication. Here, based on the pendulum-like structure
design, a non-encapsulated hybrid nanogenerator was made [59]. Through ingenious
structural design, the generator successfully combines three parts: TENG, EMG, and solar
cell, as shown in Figure 6a. Moreover, the combination of TENG and EMG broadens the
operating frequency range of the hybrid generator, enabling it to better collect water wave
energy below 2 Hz [59]. Better still, the integration of solar panels can effectively increase
the power supply and improve the volume utilization of the equipment. The output of
these three generators is shown in Figure 6b. Driven by water waves, the short-circuit
currents of TENG and EMG are 34 µA and 3.5 mA, and the open-circuit voltages are
491 V and 1.74 V, respectively [59]. The solar panel can produce an output of 72.5 mA and
6.9 V. Since this is only a review of the fluid energy collected by TENG, we only list and
compare the output performance of TENG. When the four TENG working units in the
hybrid nanogenerator are connected, the TENG units generate a current output of 41.3 µA
and a voltage output of 567 V at a working frequency of 1.25 Hz. The minimum response
frequency of the TENG is 0.25 Hz, and its stability can reach 100% (800,000 cycles). When the
matching impedance is 60 MΩ, the peak power density of the TENG is 0.5625 W m−2 Hz−1.
Coincidentally, in Figure 6c, a non-encapsulated polymorphous U-shaped TENG (NPU-
TENG) was designed [95]. With three trigger terminals, NPU-TENG can collect water wave,
water flow, and raindrop energy, and its peak power density reaches 1.97 W m−3 Hz−1.
However, although the non-encapsulated structure can effectively eliminate electrostatic
shielding and material corrosion in water, the structure relies on additional supports and
platforms. The design of the trigger end further reduces the output efficiency. Therefore,
the research on the packaging structure is more systematic.
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collection. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [59]. Copyright 2019, Wiley. (c) Non-encapsulated
U-shaped TENG. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [95]. Copyright 2021, Wiley. (d) Butterfly-
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To collect water wave energy, a butterfly-inspired TENG (B-TENG) with a spring-
assisted four-bar structure was developed (Figure 6d) [99]. The spring-assisted structure
can stimulate the multiple contact separation of the TENG working module so that it can
obtain energy from different types of low-frequency waves. At 1.25 Hz, B-TENG achieves
an output of 75.35 µA and 707.01 V. Its maximum average output power density is as high
as 7.65 W m−3 Hz−1 (9.559 W m−3) and it can easily light up 180 LEDs. Furthermore,
with different device placement methods, the device obtains multi-directional water wave
energy from different types of motion. Similarly, with the help of a spring-assisted multi-
layer structure, in Figure 6e, Ren et al. mixed TENG and EMG to design a pendulum-type
wave energy harvesting nanogenerator (HW-NG) [58]. Its minimum driving frequency can
reach 0.5 Hz, and the peak power density can reach 0.273 W m−2 Hz−1. And HW-NG can
be effectively networked to realize the transmission of early warning signals per second at
sea. To further improve the output energy density of such TENGs, Zhong et al. efficiently
integrated a large number of TENG units into an open-book-like structure in a limited
space, and made an open-book-like TENG (OB-TENG) [100], as shown in Figure 6f. For
the first time, OB-TENG proposes a force conduction chain structure to effectively drive
multiple stacked TENG units [100]. For a device consisting of 50 units, it can output a
short-circuit current of 450 µA and a charge of 26 µC at a driving frequency as low as
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1.15 Hz. Its minimum driving frequency is as low as 0.2 Hz. Most importantly, the peak
power density of OB-TENG reaches 9.675 W m−3 Hz−1, and the average power density is
0.863 W m−3 Hz−1. Similarly, in Figure 6g, based on the integration of multi-layer CS-mode
TENG, Zhang et al. made a bifilar-pendulum coupled hybrid nanogenerator (BCHNG)
module integrated on a ship platform [101]. With the motion of the ship’s flap and the
swing of the double pendulum, BCHNG can simultaneously collect low-frequency ocean
waves with kinetic energy and gravitational potential energy, which greatly increases the
output power of the TENG module in the system. Remarkably, the TENG module in
BCHNG can generate a current of 700 µA at a driving frequency of 2 Hz, and its peak
output density and average power density are as high as 196 W m−3 and 5.7 W m−3,
respectively [101]. As for improving the space utilization of the energy harvesting device,
a spherical TENG (MH-TENG) with multi-layer spiral units (Figure 6h) was fabricated
as well [102], and its space utilization rate reached 92.5%. Based on the charge shuttle
mechanism, the peak power density of a single TENG is as high as 23.2 W m−2 Hz−1.

In summary, based on the CS mode, the FEC-TENGs that collect unidirectional water
energy can effectively improve the space utilization efficiency of the device and increase the
peak power density and average power density by using the laminated structure. However,
most of these common laminated structure designs in the literature only collect water
energy in a single direction, which is not conducive to improving the energy conversion
efficiency η1. Moreover, as shown in Figure 6g, the analysis of the energy conversion
process more effectively improves the output power of the device, which coincides with
our previous analysis. Therefore, in the following review, we will further use typical
examples to analyze the energy conversion process of FEC-TENGs in omnidirectional
water energy collection.

4.2. FEC-TENGs Based on CS Mode for Collecting Omnidirectional Water Energy

In the natural environment, the direction of motion of wave energy or water energy
is variable. Therefore, only collecting water energy in a single direction is not enough for
FEC-TENGs based on CS mode. Moreover, it is necessary to deeply analyze the energy
conversion and the dynamic behavior of the device during the collection process. An et al.
constructed a whirling-folded TENG (WF-TENG) using 3D printing and printed circuit
board technology, and its flexible vortex structure responds well to various forms of wave
excitation [103]. In the process of collecting omnidirectional water energy, WF-TENG can
produce a peak power density of 8.86 W m−3 Hz−1. Moreover, Zhang et al. studied an
active resonant TENG (AR-TENG) system [37]. As shown in Figure 7a, the system can
collect water wave energy in all directions through good structural design and resonance
effect. In Figure 7b, the author introduces in detail the role of the single pendulum, tumbler,
and flexible ring TENGs in capturing ocean energy and output energy in the AR-TENG
system. Finally, the peak power density of AR-TENG reached 4.59 W m−3 (Figure 7c). Based
on the theory of fluid mechanics, Zhang et al. revealed the energy conversion mechanism
and interaction mechanism between IPM-TENG and water waves (Figure 7d) [36]. The
optimized IPM-TENG has an available energy conversion efficiency η3 of 14.5% and an
average power density of 3.15 W m−3 Hz−1 (Figure 7e). Similarly, based on computational
fluid dynamics (CFD), Wang et al. analyzed the blade shape and number parameters of
the self-made bionic butterfly wings TENG (BBW-TENG) in Figure 7f–h and verified that
the bionic blade had resistance amplification characteristics [104]. Under multi-directional
water wave excitation, the minimum response frequency of BBW-TENG is as low as 0.1 Hz,
and its electrical performance is still not reduced after 45 days of immersion in water.
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Figure 7. Structure, energy conversion process, and performance of TENG based on CS mode for col-
lecting omnidirectional water energy: (a–c) An active resonance TENG (AR-TENG) system fabricated
by using the simple pendulum, the tumbler, and the flexible ring. Reprinted with permission from
Ref. [37]. Copyright 2021, Elsevier. (d,e) An inverted pendulum-typed multilayer TENG (IPM-TENG).
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [36]. Copyright 2022, Elsevier. (f–h) A butterfly-winged TENG
(BBW-TENG) for collecting multidirectional wave energy from underwater environments. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. [104]. Copyright 2022, Elsevier. (i) A spherical TENG unit based on a
spring-assisted multilayer structure and integrated power management module (PMM). Reprinted
with permission from Ref. [105]. Copyright 2019, Wiley. (j) A spherical TENG with a spring-assisted
multilayer structure for collecting water wave energy from multiple trigger directions. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. [78]. Copyright 2020, Royal Society of Chemistry. (k,l) A self-powered
intelligent buoy for TENG energy harvester through water wave energy conversion in water disaster
alarm system. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [35]. Copyright 2022, Wiley.

It has to be mentioned that effective power management schemes are essential for the
large-scale collection of blue energy. Liang et al. have conducted very systematic work in
this area. First, as shown in Figure 7i, they used a spring-assisted multi-layer spherical
TENG unit to form a hexagonal TENG network for collecting multiphase water wave
energy [105]. The author integrates the rectifier bridge, switch, parallel free-turn diode D,
parallel inductance L, parallel capacitance C, and other components into a classic AC/DC
step-down conversion circuit [105]. The current output of the TENG can reach 270 µA at a
driving frequency of 1 Hz. Then, the author further improves the TENG by integrating six
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identical unit structures into a spherical shell, as shown in Figure 7j. The optimized TENG
increases the charging speed of the supercapacitor by 100 times [78]. Finally, in Figure 7k,l,
they designed a spherical TENG device with four spiral units to collect omnidirectional
water energy, and integrated charge excitation modules (CEMs) to improve its power
output [35]. It is gratifying that the spherical TENG with CEMs generates an output current
of up to 15.09 mA at a driving frequency of 1.2 Hz. At present, there are many examples
of using energy management circuits and charge excitation modules to further improve
the efficiency of FEC-TENGs for collecting water energy [106–109]. In addition, Deng
et al. adopted a novel gas exchange structure and a rigid/flexible coupling deformation
mechanism to ensure that the high-performance paired TENG can work effectively in
deep-water high-pressure environments [77]. The TENG can be integrated into the thin
flexible layer on a large scale and has great potential in the utilization of water flow energy.

In summary, FEC-TENGs based on CS mode have gradually developed from collecting
water energy in a single direction to collecting water energy in all directions. The structure
of the device has developed from a simple design to the need to combine theoretical
analysis, and now it is necessary to establish a suitable fluid mechanics model. At the same
time, based on the research on the energy conversion process, the research of FEC-TENGs
based on the CS mode for collecting water energy is very representative and has achieved
good results. The summary of the output performance of these devices is shown in Table 1.

4.3. FEC-TENGs Based on FT Mode for Collecting Water Energy

Compared with the CS working mode, FEC-TENGs based on the FT working mode have
higher efficiency in collecting water energy. Combined with a variety of design structures,
FEC-TENGs based on FT mode have greater energy output and richer practical applications.

As shown in Figure 8a, Bai et al. designed a high-performance tandem disk TENG
(TD-TENG) for self-powered water quality detection [40]. The peak power density of
TD-TENG reaches 7.89 W m−3 Hz−1, with an average power density of 2.24 W m−3 Hz−1.
At a driving frequency of 0.58 Hz, the output current of TD-TENG is as high as 675 µA.
However, this type of TENG will undergo excessive rotation or overturning under extreme
ocean conditions, which hinders the further utilization of ocean energy. Therefore, in
Figure 8b, combining CS-TENG and FT-TENG, a fully symmetric TENG with an elliptical
cylinder swing structure (EC-TENG) was designed [80]. Thanks to the completely symmet-
rical structure design, even if it is overturned by rough waves, EC-TENG can still work
normally and its output will not decrease. With the help of a turbine, in Figure 8c, an
easy-to-assemble hybrid nanogenerator (EANG) can be used to collect fluid energy [43].
The encapsulation, maintenance, and assembly of EANG become easier due to the introduc-
tion of magnetic coupling, which further promotes the commercialization of fluid energy
harvesting. In addition, in Figure 8d, using the connecting rod structure, the unidirectional
rotating TENG based on rabbit hair (WLM-TENG) shows us a variety of self-powered
applications, including energy supply for indicator LEDs, multifunctional barometers,
portable anemometers, and multifunctional water quality detection pens [110]. Although
the above FEC-TENGs based on FT mode have improved performance compared with
FEC-TENGs based on CS mode, they can only collect fluid energy acting on the direction
of the working unit. For the collection of fluid energy in any direction, the design and
performance of FEC-TENGs are as follows.
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Figure 8. Structure and performance of TENG based on FT mode for collecting water energy: (a–d) TENG
for collecting single-direction water energy. (a) A tandem disk triboelectric nanogenerator (TD-TENG)
with a radial grating structure. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [40]. Copyright 2019, Elsevier.
(b) A fully symmetrical TENG based on an elliptical cylindrical structure (EC-TENG). Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [80]. Copyright 2022, Springer Nature. (c) An easily assembled electromagnetic–
triboelectric hybrid nanogenerator driven by magnetic coupling. A magnetic coupling (I), a sliding
freestanding mode TENG (II) and an EMG (III) Reprinted with permission from Ref. [43]. Copyright
2019, Wiley. (d) A cylindrical wave-driven linkage mechanism TENG (WLM-TENG) with unidirec-
tional rotation. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [110]. Copyright 2023, Wiley. (e–h) TENG for
collecting omnidirectional water energy. (e) A design of high-power density TENG based on a tower
structure (T-TENG). Reprinted with permission from Ref. [111]. Copyright 2019, American Chemical
Society. (f) An elastic-connection and soft-contact TENG (ES-TENG) with a pendulum-like structure.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [44]. Copyright 2021, Wiley. (g) A gyroscope-structured TENG
(GS-TENG). Reprinted with permission from Ref. [41]. Copyright 2022, American Chemical Society.
(h) A rotational TENG enabled by automatic mode switching and charge excitation (CEMA-TENG).
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [112]. Copyright 2022, Wiley.

In Figure 8e, the tower-shaped TENG (T-TENG) composed of PTFE balls and nylon
film coated on the three-dimensional printed curved surface has a high-power density [111].
Based on the power generation model and dynamic model of T-TENG, it is found that the
power density of T-TENG increases with the increase in the number of units [111]. The
power density of T-TENG increases linearly from 1.03 W m−3 to 10.6 W m−3 with the
increase in the unit number from 1 to 10. Inspired by the pendulum structure, Lin et al.
made a super-robust and frequency-multiplied TENG (P-TENG) for collecting all-around
fluid energy [44,83]. The P-TENG converts the impact kinetic energy brought by the fluid
into potential energy, which greatly improves the collection efficiency. At the same time,
using PTFE strips as charge supplement materials, P-TENG has ultra-high sensitivity and
excellent durability for long-term operation [83]. Next, they introduced spring and flexible
dielectric fluff into the P-TENG to form an elastically connected soft-contact TENG (ES-
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TENG) [44], as shown in Figure 8f. Through the above ingenious design, the friction charge
on the surface of the pendulum is supplemented, the efficiency of ES-TENG is doubled,
and the energy conversion efficiency is as high as 29.7%. Also benefiting from animal fur,
the segmented swing TENG (SSF-TENG) designed by Pang et al. reduces the frictional
resistance and material wear between the triboelectric layers [82]. In Figure 8g, a TENG
based on a gyroscope structure (GS-TENG) uses animal fur as the friction layer. At the same
time, its internal and external power generation units operate independently in different
directions, realizing the collection of multi-directional wave energy [41]. Additionally, in
Figure 8h, Fu et al. made a rotary TENG using automatic mode switching and charge exci-
tation strategies (CEMA-TENG) [112,113]. CEMA-TENG not only maintains 94% output
performance after 72,000 cycles but also can power LEDs, infrared light alarm modules, and
thermometers by collecting high-speed fluid energy. More amazingly, recently, inspired
by mechanical metamaterial structures, Li et al. designed a new type of 3D chiral TENG
network to collect wave energy in all directions [114]. The unbalanced unit of chiral connec-
tion endows the network with flexibility, and superelasticity in water and wave absorption
behavior. Combined with the power management circuit, the area peak power density of
the TENG network is 5066 W m−2, and the volume peak power density is 31,665 W m−3.

In summary, most of the research on FEC-TENGs based on FT mode not only ensures
high output performance but also focuses on improving the wear resistance of the rotating
structure and the sensitivity to external driving [115–117]. By combing the research of
FEC-TENGs based on collecting water energy, we find that whether it is based on the CS
mode or FT mode, analyzing and optimizing the energy collection process in stages can
effectively improve the output performance of the devices [35–37]. In addition, the detailed
performance comparison of FEC-TENGs for collecting water energy is shown in Table 1.

4.4. Structure and Performance of FEC-TENGs for Collecting Wind Energy

Unlike FEC-TENGs that collect water energy, FEC-TENGs that collect wind energy
have few requirements for device packaging. The main research focuses on how to effi-
ciently collect wind energy and how to reduce the wear between the triboelectric layers.
Next, we will introduce the performance of FEC-TENGs based on the CS mode and FT
mode when respectively collecting wind energy.

In Figure 9a, based on the flow-induced vibration effect, a CS-mode TENG (FIV-TENG)
to collect low-speed wind energy was designed [38]. Since the TENG unit is encapsulated
in a bluff body and connected to a cantilever beam, the power generation unit is separated
from the wind drive unit to avoid the huge rotational resistance and friction and wear
of the ordinary wind energy harvester. However, the minimum operating wind speed
of FIV-TENG is 2.9 m s−1, and its output performance needs to be improved. Heo et al.
developed a TENG based on charge accumulation flutter (CAF-TENG), which has ultra-
high root mean square current (36 mA) and average power density (26 mW cm−3) [118].
By introducing a flutter conductive layer, a charge-induced layer, and a fixed electrode
with a discharge channel structure, CAF-TENG can efficiently collect the energy of the
respiratory airflow and play a role in respiratory monitoring or real-time safe lighting. In
Figure 9b, based on the above structure, Son et al. added the ambient air ionization channel
(AAIC) to improve the output performance of the flutter-driven TENG based on charge
polarization (CPF-TENG) [119]. It is gratifying that the device can generate peak voltage
and current outputs of 2000 V and 4 A. At the same time, a large number of CPF-TENGs are
connected in series to collect omnidirectional breeze wind energy [119]. In Figure 9c, based
on the CS working mode, a simple, low-cost, transparent, and fully bendable ambient wind
energy harvester was proposed [120]. By integrating multiple units, the lawn-structured
TENG can easily collect multi-directional wind energy. At the same time, the integrated
device of multiple units is installed on the roof of a model room. The environmental wind
energy obtained by the TENG can be used to illuminate the advertising display board [120].
Similarly, in Figure 9d, based on the FIV effect and fluid mechanics theory, Zhang et al.
established a dynamic model of mechanical energy and electrical energy conversion and
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designed the F-TENG [39]. Because F-TENG can collect multi-directional wind and drive
some commonly used electronic devices, the author constructed an intelligent fire detection
system to provide data support for reducing fire risk. It can be seen that FEC-TENGs
based on CS working mode can generally achieve multi-directional wind energy collection
through simple unit overlap in the process of collecting wind energy [6,39,45,118]. At the
same time, the analysis of energy conversion and dynamic processes in the process of
wind energy collection is helpful to further improve the output performance of this kind of
TENG [39].

However, with the help of the wind cup, the FEC-TENG based on the FT mode
is more adept at harvesting wind energy. A large number of studies have proved that
FEC-TENGs based on FT mode have better output performance when collecting wind
energy [121–123]. Here, we divide the FT-based FEC-TENGs into the following four
categories, direct-contact mode, soft-contact mode, non-contact mode, and solid–liquid-
contact mode. In Figure 9e, Xi et al. designed a common multifunctional TENG based
on FT mode [7]. As a typical representative of FT mode FEC-TENGs, the average power
density of this multifunctional TENG is 0.034 W m−2. To reduce the wear and friction
between the triboelectric layers, in Figure 9f, a rabbit-hair-based rotary TENG using soft
contact (SCR-TENG) was developed [91]. The soft rabbit hair improves the stability of the
device. It was found that the output performance of SCR-TENG did not change during
the stability test of more than 480,000 cycles. Moreover, the electromechanical energy
conversion efficiency of SCR-TENG reaches 15.4%. Additionally, this method of using
the soft fur as the triboelectric layers to improve the stability of FT-mode TENG has been
adopted by many researchers and achieved good results [31,93,124,125]. Based on the
charge excitation and air breakdown model, in Figure 9g, Long et al. designed a floating
sliding TENG (FSS-TENG) that achieves self-enhancement of charge density through self-
excited amplification between the rotor and the stator [42]. Since the rotor and stator are
non-contact modes, the FSS-TENG still maintains 100% performance output after more than
100,000 cycles [42]. The research of FSS-TENG is of great significance to the development of
capturing micromechanical energy. However, the electrodes exposed to the air make FSS-
TENG more likely to have air breakdown or dielectric breakdown, which is unfavorable
for TENGs that use non-contact mode to collect wind energy. Therefore, in Figure 9h, the
self-excited liquid suspension TENG (LS-TENG) was developed [126]. By systematically
studying the charge transport behavior in dielectric liquids, the output performance of
LS-TENG is effectively improved, and it has the advantages of small driving force, long
life, and high energy conversion efficiency [126]. At a wind speed of 3 m s−1, the rotating
LS-TENG can charge a 10 mF capacitor to 6 V in 80.5 s with the help of power management,
demonstrating the outstanding ability of LS-TENG to collect wind energy.

At present, FEC-TENGs for collecting wind energy have good development prospects.
Whether it is collecting high-speed wind energy or low-speed wind energy, FEC-TENGs
have been greatly improved in performance output, stability, and electromechanical con-
version efficiency.
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mode. (a) A full-packaged TENG based on flow-induced vibration effect (FIV-TENG). Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [38]. Copyright 2020, Elsevier. (b) A charge-polarization-based flutter-driven
TENG (CPF-TENG) with ambient air ionizing channel. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [119].
Copyright 2023, Wiley. (c) Lawn structured TENG based on the vertically free-standing polymer strips.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [120]. Copyright 2016, Wiley. (d) A flow-induced vibration
effect based TENG. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [39]. Copyright 2021, Wiley. (e–h) TENG
based on FT mode. (e) A multifunctional TENG for simultaneously harvesting water wave energy,
water flow energy, and wind energy. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [7]. Copyright 2017,
Wiley. (f) A rotary TENG using rabbit-fur-based soft-contact (SCR-TENG) with segmented structure.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [91]. Copyright 2022, Wiley. (g) A floating self-excited sliding
TENG (FSS-TENG) by a self-excited amplification between rotator and stator to achieve self-increased
charge density. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [42]. Copyright 2021, Springer Nature. (h) A
self-excited liquid suspension TENG (LS-TENG) with optimized charge transportation behavior.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [126]. Copyright 2023, Wiley.
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Table 1. Summary of typical FEC-TENGs.

Devices

Basic Output Performance
Energy
Source

Stability Encapsulation State NetworkingWorking
Mode

QSC
(µC) ISC

VOC
(V) fmin

Effective
Volume or Area

Matching
Impedance Peak Power Density Average Power Density

Hybrid nanogenerator [59] CS 0.55 41.3 µA
(1.25 Hz) 567 0.25 Hz 400 cm2 60 MΩ 0.5625 W m−2 Hz−1 No Water 100% (800 k) Non-encapsulated No

NPU-TENG [95] LS 0.8 18 µA
(1 Hz) 384 1 Hz 432 cm3 5 MΩ 1.97 W m−3 Hz−1 No Water 93.83% (45 k) Non-encapsulated Yes

B-TENG [99] CS 1.45 75.35 µA
(1.25 Hz) 707 1 Hz 1936 cm3 15 MΩ No 7.65 W m−3 Hz−1 Water No Encapsulated No

HW-NG [58] CS No 28 µA
(2 Hz) 580 0.5 Hz 41.95 cm2 10 MΩ 0.273 W m−2 Hz−1 No Water 100% (130 k) Encapsulated Yes

OB-TENG [100] CS 26 450 µA
(1.15 Hz) 650 0.2 Hz 4000 cm3 13 MΩ 9.675 W m−3 Hz−1 0.863 W m−3 Hz−1 Water No Encapsulated No

BCHNG [101] CS 2.2 700 µA
(2 Hz) 900 1 m s−2 400 cm3 1 MΩ 196 W m−3 5.7

W m−3 Water 80% (250 k) Encapsulated No

MH-TENG [102] CS 2.9 200.3 µA
(1 Hz) 268 0.6 Hz 690 cm3 1 MΩ 23.2 W m−2 Hz−1 No Water 97.1% (36 k) Encapsulated Yes

WF-TENG [103] CS 1.2 85 µA
(1.4 Hz) 450 0.8 Hz 519 cm3 10 MΩ 8.86 W m−3 Hz−1 0.386 W m−3 Hz−1 Water No Encapsulated Yes

AR-TENG [37] CS 0.7
122 µA

(2 m s−2)
66 1 m s−2 2722 cm3 5 MΩ 4.59 W m−3 No Water No Encapsulated No

IPM-TENG [36] CS 0.6 15 µA
(1 Hz) 150 0.5 Hz 268 cm3 5 MΩ 75 W m−3 Hz−1 3.15 W m−3 Hz−1 Water No Encapsulated No

BBW-TENG [104] FT 0.32 3.5 µA
(1 Hz) 410 0.1 Hz 2144 cm3 200 MΩ 0.32 W m−3 Hz−1 No Water 100% (45 days) Encapsulated No

A hexagonal TENG [105] CS No 270 µA
(1 Hz) 354 0.5 Hz 3660 cm3 1.2 MΩ 3.33 W m−3 Hz−1 No Water No Encapsulated Yes

Spherical TENG [78] CS No 200 µA
(1 Hz) 250 0.5 Hz 1767.2 cm3 1 MΩ 4.81 W m−3 Hz−1 No Water No Encapsulated No

Spherical TENG with CEMs [35] CS No 15.1 mA
(1.2 Hz) 16 0.7 Hz 4188.8 cm3 680 kΩ 4.93 W m−3 Hz−1 0.05 W m−3 Hz−1 Water No Encapsulated No

TD-TENG [40] FT 3.3 675 µA
(0.58 Hz) 335 0.25 Hz 7500 cm3 No 7.89 W m−3 Hz−1 2.24 W m−3 Hz−1 Water No Encapsulated Yes

EC-TENG [80] CS & FT 0.022 2 µA
(1 Hz) 63 0.25 Hz 278.23 cm3 48 MΩ 0.323 W m−3 Hz−1 No Water No Encapsulated Yes

EANG [43] FT 0.086 27.7 µA
(33.3 Hz) 270 1.67 Hz 56.55 cm3 4 MΩ 0.558 W m−3 Hz−1 No Water &

wind 100% (50 k) Encapsulated No

WLM-TENG [110] FT 1.1 20 µA
(1 Hz) 3000 0.25 Hz 35.5 cm2 200 MΩ 14.1 W m−3 Hz−1 0.842 W m−3 Hz−1 Water No Non-encapsulated No

T-TENG [111] FT 0.24 8.5 µA
(1.6 Hz) ~580 0.6 Hz No No 6.625 W m−3 Hz−1 No Water No Encapsulated Yes

ES-TENG [44] FT 0.027 0.74 µA 75.6 0.138 Hz 603.19 cm3 100 MΩ 0.046 W m−3 No Water &
wind 97.24% (2000 k) Encapsulated Yes

GS-TENG [41] FT 0.15
3.2 µA

(6 m s−2)
730 2 m s−2 2140 cm3 No 0.28 W m−3 No Water 92% (30 days) Encapsulated Yes

CEMA-TENG [112] FT 0.796 47 µA
(7 Hz) 240 1 Hz 127.55 cm2 30 MΩ 21.28 W m−2 No Water 94% (72 k) Non-encapsulated No

FIV-TENG [38] CS 0.122
8.3 µA

(7.8 m s−1)
~292 2.9 m s−1 72 cm2 44 MΩ 0.181 W m−2

(7.8 m s−1)
No Wind No Non-encapsulated Yes
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Table 1. Cont.

Devices

Basic Output Performance
Energy
Source

Stability Encapsulation State NetworkingWorking
Mode

QSC
(µC) ISC

VOC
(V) fmin

Effective
Volume or Area

Matching
Impedance Peak Power Density Average Power Density

CAF-TENG [118] CS 4700
(1 s)

36,000 µA
(1.5 mL s−1)

508 1.5 mL s−1 25.1 cm3 50 MΩ No 26,000 W m−3 Wind No Non-encapsulated Yes

CPF-TENG [119] CS No 4.4 A
(3.5 m s−1) 2560 2.8 m s−1 No 100 MΩ No 425 W m−2 Wind 100% (810 k) Non-encapsulated Yes

Lawn-structured TENG [120] CS No
12.5 µA

(27 m s−1)
100 6 m s−1 No 10 MΩ 2.76 W m−2

(27 m s−1)
No Wind No Non-encapsulated Yes

F-TENG [39] CS 0.09
10 µA

(4.3 m s−1)
199 1.8 m s−1 No 50 MΩ 1.35 W m−2

(4.3 m s−1)
No Wind 96% (100 k) Non-encapsulated Yes

Multifunctional TENG [7] FT 0.275 21 µA
(200 rpm) 490 10 rpm 44.18 cm2 80 MΩ No 0.034 W m−2

(2 Hz)
Water &

wind No Non-encapsulated No

SCR-TENG [91] FT 0.342
20 µA

(6 m s−1)
No 1 m s−1 No 300 MΩ 2.3 W m−2

(6 m s−1)
No Wind No Non-encapsulated Yes

FSS-TENG [42] FT 0.4
17.6 µA

(7 m s−1)
150 3 m s−1 23.3 cm2 120 MΩ 7.16 W m−2

(7 m s−1)
No Wind 100% (100 k) Non-encapsulated No

LS-TENG [126] FT 0.871
106 µA

(9 m s−1)
5400 1 m s−1 No 130 MΩ 23.9 W m−2

(8 m s−1)
4.4 W m−2

(8 m s−1) Wind 100%
(234 k) Non-encapsulated No
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5. Summary and Applications of FEC-TENGs

Thanks to excellent output performance and a variety of structural designs, FEC-
TENGs can be applied to a variety of scenarios. We divide them into four major fields:
power supply, self-powered sensors, smart agriculture, and self-powered electrochemical
systems, as shown in Figure 10.

Compared with electromagnetic generators, FEC-TENGs are better at collecting low-
frequency mechanical energy. Therefore, as a portable energy supply source, FEC-TENGs
often provide power for distributed electronic equipment networks [17,127,128]. For
example, FSS-TENG converted a low wind speed of about 2 m s−1 into electrical energy to
supply power for signage lights and thermometers [42]. Similarly, by collecting wind and
water energy, the energy supply network integrated with ES-TENG can drive electronic
products to form a self-powered environmental monitoring system [44]. By collecting
water energy, HW-NG provided energy for long-distance wireless transmission equipment,
forming a self-powered path avoidance warning system [58].

Since TENGs can directly convert mechanical stimuli into electrical signals, FEC-
TENGs have great advantages as self-powered sensors for real-time transmission of relevant
parameters in the natural environment [129–131]. LS-TENG can provide various real-time
environmental information to the environmental sensor system by supplying power to
various wireless sensors and signs [126]. An environmental monitoring network based on
TENG was established, which can realize real-time, distributed, and wireless wide-area
environmental monitoring [132]. By using several nodes, the sensor network covers an
area of two square kilometers and shows great effectiveness and significance in long-term
detection. Moreover, based on the active vibration sensor units with a spring-mass-based
TENG, Wu et al. proposed an online monitoring vibration system, which provides a new
idea for wind vibration monitoring of transmission lines using TENG technology [133].

Furthermore, due to the high voltage and low current output characteristics of TENGs,
the high voltage applications based on FEC-TENGs focus on smart agriculture, which
shows the safety and portability of this kind of TENG [31,123,134]. Based on the ternary
dielectric triboelectrification effect [100], Li et al. designed a rotary TENG based on soft
polyester fur, which can generate 15 kV DC voltage and 10 kV AC voltage [31]. In addition,
based on the high-voltage output of the TENG, the author established a high-voltage
processing device for processing plant seeds [31]. The experimental results showed that the
tomato seed vigor index was greatly improved after treatment. Similarly, an all-weather
TENG is used to drive various agricultural sensors and stimulate seeds, optimizing the
growth environment of crops [135]. The self-powered system based on SCR-TENG can be
applied to nighttime indication, insect trapping, soil moisture detection, environmental
temperature and humidity detection, etc., showing the prospect of smart agriculture based
on FEC-TENGs [93]. In addition, a large number of experimental applications based on
FEC-TENGs have shown broad prospects in the field of smart agriculture [136,137].

As one of the most important research techniques, electrochemistry has been widely
used in our lives. However, the demand for external power sources hinders the further
development of electrochemistry. The electrochemical system based on TENG has always
been a research hotspot [138]. In recent years, the self-powered electrochemical system
based on FEC-TENGs has removed the shackles of external power sources and greatly
promoted the sustainable development of electrochemical systems [48,139]. Han et al.
used TENG to construct an electrocatalytic ammonia synthesis system with air as the
nitrogen source, which can simultaneously perform nitrogen fixation and electrocatalytic
reduction [140]. Based on the marine self-charging power supply system composed of
seawater supercapacitors and FEC-TENG modules, Zhang et al. realized the DC output to
drive electronics and sensors for ships in the marine environment, showing competitive
potential in the field of intelligent oceans [141]. Moreover, Yang et al. made a hybrid
nanogenerator to realize the acquisition of all-round, broadband low-frequency random
micro-vibration energy [142]. Additionally, based on this hybrid nanogenerator, the author
further developed a truly self-powered seawater diversion system and an electrochemical
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cathodic protection system, which directly converts water energy into hydrogen energy to
achieve self-corrosion of ships.
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Furthermore, the self-powered electrochemical system based on FEC-TENGs has made
a lot of contributions to pollutant treatment, electrochromic reaction, and so on [143–146].
Li et al. used the triboelectric effect to detect and remove heavy metal ions by self-energy [143].
The triboelectric nanosensors developed by them can selectively detect common heavy metal
ions, such as Cu2+, Pb2+, and Cr3+. They used a water-driven triboelectric nanogenerator (WD-
TENG) to obtain kinetic energy from wastewater and could remove 97.4% of metal ions in
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wastewater within 100 min [143]. Moreover, the use of the b-cyclodextrin pathway to enhance
the triboelectric effect of self-powered phenol detection and electrochemical degradation
was discovered [144]. The device obtains kinetic energy from the wastewater wave and
electrochemically degrades phenol in a self-powered manner without using an external power
supply, demonstrating another expanded application of FEC-TENGs [144]. By combining the
electrochromic device (ECD) with the transparent TENG driven by wind and rain, Yeh et al.
developed a self-powered smart window system [146]. This study reflects the substantial
progress in the practical application of FEC-TENGs and self-powered systems.

Interestingly, a biomimetic stretchable nanogenerator for underwater energy harvest-
ing was proposed by Zon et al. [147]. The nanogenerator mimics the structure of the ion
channel on the cell membrane of the electric eel, which can obtain mechanical energy from
underwater human motion and output an open circuit voltage of more than 10 V [147]. This
study demonstrates that FEC-TENGs can provide sustainable energy for underwater soft
wearable electronic devices. Based on an air-bag triboelectric nanogenerator (AS-TENG)
coated with an antibacterial coating, Wang et al. developed a multifunctional fish-wearable
data snooping platform (FDSP) for studying fish kinematics [148]. AS-TENG can not only
obtain energy from the swimming of fish but also act as a self-powered sensory module to
monitor the swimming behavior of fish [148]. This study demonstrates the broad appli-
cation prospects of FEC-TENGs in underwater self-powered sensors, wearable tracking
devices, soft robots, etc.

It can be seen that although the energy output of TENGs is lower than that of EMGs,
the experimental results based on the above applications prove the safety, convenience,
and expansibility of FEC-TENGs in the fields of energy supply, self-powered sensors, smart
agriculture, and self-powered electrochemical systems.

6. Summary and Outlook

Through theoretical simulation and ingenious structural design, TENG converts irreg-
ular, random, and low-frequency fluid energy into electrical energy or electrical signals,
which is required for sustainable energy in the new era. In this review, the working prin-
ciple, working mode, structural design, and output performance of TENG for collecting
fluid energy are systematically introduced. According to literature research, we find that
most of the FEC-TENGs used CS and FT working modes. Moreover, starting from the
energy conversion efficiency of FEC-TENGs, this review elaborates on the four processes of
fluid energy conversion into available electric energy and illustrates the energy conversion
efficiency in each energy conversion process. Subsequently, the remarkable achievements
of FEC-TENGs in unidirectional energy collection and omnidirectional energy collection
are reviewed from two aspects: water energy collection and wind energy collection. The de-
tailed performance comparison of FEC-TENGs is shown in Table 1. Finally, we summarize
the applications of FEC-TENGs in detail from four aspects: power supply, self-powered
sensor, smart agriculture, and self-powered electrochemical system. Although significant
progress and achievements have been made in the research and application of FEC-TENGs,
to further develop the field, the following issues should be addressed to promote further
development of this field:

(1) Average Power Density Stability, and Reliability of FEC-TENGs. As the energy
supply source, the average power density and stability of FEC-TENGs are particularly
important. However, most studies only calculate the peak power density and ignore
the stability of the devices, which hinders the further improvement of performance.
We recommend that researchers standardize the calculation of the average power
density and use the average power density as the basic output performance index of
FEC-TENGs. Moreover, the stability of various devices should also be included in the
scope of the investigation. The author should clarify what measures have been taken
to improve the stability and reliability of the device, and test and record the stability
and reliability of the device in the natural environment. The device’s tolerance to
humidity and temperature should also be systematically tested.
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(2) Energy Conversion Efficiency of FEC-TENGs. Although some studies have shown that
detailed analysis of the energy conversion process and improving the energy conversion
efficiency of FEC-TENGs can effectively improve output performance, most studies
do not calculate the energy conversion efficiency. Therefore, we suggest that energy
conversion efficiency should be included in the basic performance evaluation of FEC-
TENGs, which is a necessary measure to further improve its output performance.

(3) The Fabrication and Management Circuits of the FEC-TENGs. The device structure
design should be simple and effective, with a certain theoretical support. A too-
complex structure design not only reduces the energy conversion efficiency but also
reduces the stability and reliability of FEC-TENGs to a certain extent. Moreover, the
research on appropriate management circuits is still relatively lacking. FEC-TENGs
have high-voltage and low-current output characteristics. When using FEC-TENGs
to power a small electronic network, an appropriate energy management circuit is
essential. Although some FEC-TENGs adopt energy management circuits that reduce
voltage and increase current, there is still a lack of matching strategies between FEC-
TENGs and related management circuits, which hinders the further application of
FEC-TENGs. In addition, there is a lack of modular energy management circuits
based on FEC-TENGs. In the face of a complex natural environment, non-periodic
trigger conditions put forward higher requirements for management circuits.

(4) Combination with Direct-Current TENGs (DC-TENGs). Thanks to the DC output,
DC-TENGs are superior to AC-TENGs in terms of energy supply [98]. DC-TENGs
can directly supply power to some electronic devices (without a rectifier), further
simplifying the energy management circuit [130]. However, in the study based on
FEC-TENGs, we rarely found the use of DC-TENGs to collect fluid energy. We believe
that the steady DC output of DC-TENGs combined with the ubiquitous fluid energy
will be an interesting story.

(5) The Use of Environmentally Friendly and Degradable Materials in FEC-TENGs. Con-
sidering that the application scenarios of FEC-TENGs are mostly rivers, lakes, and
field environments, we strongly recommend that researchers use environmentally
friendly and degradable triboelectric materials and packaging materials to manufac-
ture FEC-TENGs. Environmentally friendly degradable materials can be plant leaves
and animal fur. Some excellent triboelectric materials with animals and plants as
degradable raw materials will not lead to the gradual degradation of device perfor-
mance. Moreover, for other environmentally friendly materials, we recommend some
degradable materials that can be controlled for degradation for FEC-TENGs. For ex-
ample, degradation materials such as alginate and rice paper can achieve preliminary
controllable degradation [74].

(6) The Commercial Development of FEC-TENGs. Studies have shown that FEC-TENGs
can improve the overall energy collection efficiency through a networked mode. How-
ever, to commercialize FEC-TENGs, it is far from enough to improve the output
performance. Programmable manufacturing, intelligent network connection, uni-
fied energy management, and subsequent management of equipment are all urgent
problems to be solved in the commercialization process of FEC-TENGs.

(7) Challenges of the Future Applications of FEC-TENGs. Although the application of
FEC-TENGs has spread across many fields, we should apply FEC-TENG technology
to more fields, such as self-powered underwater detection equipment and high-
altitude wind energy collectors. Furthermore, the application environment of FEC-
TENGs is mostly the natural environment. For devices used in smart agriculture
and self-powered systems, it is necessary to use appropriate back-end devices for
energy storage and signal transmission. For harsh outdoor environments, FEC-
TENGs must have stronger moisture resistance, heat resistance, sun protection, and
corrosion resistance.
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